We will present experimental study of ulated explosion. The ABSTRACT the results of a numerical and an a flow network subjected to a simnumerical simulation uses a commlter code called EVENT that predicts the response of a system under gas-dynamic stress conditions. l-he experiment uses a real flow system that is injected with a high-pressure gas. The results from these two are compared using a flow parameter such as pressure.
INTRODUCTION
An analytical tool that can predict the gas dynamics within a flow network that is subjected to usefulness of such a in the gas dynamics, simplify it so that an internal explosion needs to be developed.
However, the tool depends on how much we understand the physics involved how we formulate it into mathematical expressions, how we the problem becomes manageable, and finally, how we obtain the solution numerically. This lumped-parameter approach to describe the network system ignores the detailed spatial variation of the flow properties.
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We have discussed already how the gas-dynamic and thermodynamic conservation laws are applied to the network system. We assume further that only air is present, and it follows ideal gas laws. In the meantime, a magnetic recording device is used to register the same information for later use.
The final digitized result is fed into the Central
Computing Facility at Los Alamos.
As we pointed out earlier, the simulated explosion is generated by an injection of air into the test portion of the apparatus. Therefore, an accurate calculation of the mass injection rate and the associated energy rate is impor- 
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VII. CONCLUSION
We have attempted to demonstrate the capability and validity of the computer code EVENT.
With 
